QUICK GUIDE
Remote Control For GE Series

MSZ-GE22VA | MSZ-GE25VA | MSZ-GE33VA | MSZ-GE35VA | MSZ-GE42VA | MSZ-GE50VA

**POWER**

- **ON / OFF BUTTON**
  Turn the Heat Pump on or off

**TEMPERATURE CONTROLS**

- **REDUCE TEMPERATURE**
  Press to move the target temperature down by 1 degree
- **INCREASE TEMPERATURE**
  Press to move the target temperature up by 1 degree

**MODE SELECTION**

- **CHANGE MODE**
  Press to change between the following modes:
  - 👉 AUTO
    Unit automatically adjusts itself to heat or cool to maintain the set temperature
  - 👉 COOL
    Operates in Cooling Mode, supplying cool air
  - 👉 DRY
    Operates in Dehumidifying Mode. In this mode the unit is not trying to reach the set temperature.
  - 👉 HEAT
    Operates in Heating Mode, supplying warm air

- **ECONOMICAL COOLING**
  Press to start or stop Economical Cooling. This changes the unit to ‘swing’ airflow to create a breeze effect

**DISPLAY ICONS**

- OPERATING MODE
- FAN SPEED
- VERTICAL AIR FLOW
- HORIZONTAL AIRFLOW
- TEMPERATURE
- CLOCK / TIME

**AIR FLOW CONTROLS**

- **ADJUST FAN SPEED**
  Press to select a fan speed from the following options:
  AUTO | LOW | MEDIUM | HIGH | SUPER HIGH

- **ADJUST VERTICAL AIRFLOW**
  Press to select a vertical airflow direction from the following options:
  AUTO | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | SWING

**TIMER CONTROLS**

- **SET A STOP TIME**
  First press STOP and then TIME to increase, or TIME to decrease the stop time by 10 minute increments.

- **SET A START TIME**
  First press START and then TIME to increase, or TIME to decrease the start time by 10 minute increments.